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Abstract

We describe two approaches to detecting anomalies in time series of multi-parameter clinical data: (1) metric and model-based indicators and (2) information surprise. (1) Metric and model-based indicators are commonly used as early warning signals to detect transitions between alternate states based on individual time series. Here we explore the applicability of existing indicators to distinguish critical (anomalies) from non-critical conditions in patients undergoing cardiac surgery, based on a small anonymized clinical trial dataset. We find that a combination of time-varying autoregressive model, kurtosis, and skewness indicators correctly distinguished critical from non-critical patients in 5 out of 36 blood parameters at a window size of 0.3 (average of 37 hours) or higher. (2) Information surprise quantifies how the progression of one patient's condition differs from that of rest of the population based on the cross-section of time series. With the maximum surprise and slope features we detect all critical patients at the 0.05 significance level. Moreover we show that a naive outlier detection does not work, demonstrating the need for the more sophisticated approaches explored here. Our preliminary results suggest that future developments in early warning systems for patient condition monitoring may predict the onset of critical transition and allow medical intervention preventing patient death. Further method development is needed to avoid overfitting and spurious results, and verification on large clinical datasets.
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1 Introduction

Anomaly detection is the process of pinpointing and segregating items in a population exhibiting behaviors that deviate from the norm. These are referred to as “anomalies” or “outliers”. Anomaly detection is extensively used in detecting fraud credit cards [1], cyber security [2, 3], health insurance [4], and patient monitoring using electrocardiography (ECG) signals [5]. For instance, technologies in
anomaly detection, especially for medical applications, are essential for estimating physical conditions or states of patients from health to demise. Often times, when anomalies occur, significant changes in time series patterns become evident. These anomalies (critical conditions) designated by pattern changes could serve as indicators of transitions from healthy to critical state that leads to death in patients.

Numerous complex dynamical systems have been found to exhibit transitions or tipping points where systems abruptly shift from one stable state to another. The specific case of disease can be regarded as a sudden shift in system state from health to disease [6, 7]. For instance, the onset of depression is explored by looking at fluctuations of emotions as indicators of transition from a normal to a state of depression [8]. Other examples include financial systems, which exhibit systemic market crashes [9, 10], climate shifts preceded by the slowing down of fluctuations [11–13], decline of population leading to extinction [14–16], flood early warning systems [17–19] and dams [20].

Early warning signals (EWS) are used as indicators for loss of system resilience prior to transitions based on more subtle statistical properties of the measurements [21]. This can sometimes be detected through changes in correlations, standard deviation, or skewness of the series through time [22]. We utilize indicators used in EWS to segregate critical from non-critical patients with the assumption that critical patients exhibit pattern changes in their time series when anomalies or transitions from health to demise occur. We do not detect how much time these transitions occur in advance. We aim to incorporate this in the future version of our work.

In the present work we explore the applicability of using four classical EWSs on blood parameter concentration time series from 53 patients undergoing complicated cardiac surgery to detect the transitions of patient death; an approach that has not been done in literature before. The most important motivation of using EWS is its potential of real-time use as early warning for increased risk of patient death, with eventually the goal of improved prevention.

2 Data Preparation and Analysis

The raw data consists of concentrations of 36 different blood parameters from 53 patients (total of 878 sample data points) undergoing complicated cardiac surgery (including timestamps), three of whom died after the operation [23]. Patients are composed of male or non-pregnant, non-lactating female of any race with an age over 18. The period to which the data was collected comprised a time interval of 24 hours prior to the time of surgery up until 30 days after surgery. Several blood samples were usually taken within 24 hours after the surgery as this time period is the most critical for patients who have recently undergone surgery. Patients then usually stabilize after this point so the rate at which blood is sampled is reduced.

Raw data also contains a substantial fraction of missing data points of 62.5% because not all 36 parameters were always tested for in all blood samples. However the missing values are reasonably well distributed over the parameters: the 95% confidence interval (CI) of missing values is 43.8%–88.8%. Missing data will be inevitable in clinical trial data so any EWS method must be capable of dealing with it. There are various techniques to deal with missing values but most importantly the technique should not significantly increase the rate of false negatives (labeling healthy patients as critical) because this would render the signal noisy and make it impractical for medical practitioners to act upon it.

Figure 1 shows a sample of the bootstrapped raw data for IL10, one of the blood parameters in the raw data. Red corresponds to the critical patients while blue corresponds to non-critical patients. Increasing concentrations of IL10, a type of anti-inflammatory cytokine that aids the human body against foreign attacks, in patients usually indicate the presence of inflammation. We see an increasing concentration for critical patients. However, we note that we only have three samples for the critical patients, hence bootstrapping is only limited to at most three points per time step.
Data collection was done separately in two different hospitals namely Catharina Hospital Eindhoven (The Netherlands), and Zuid Oost-Limburg Hospital (Belgium). The conditions to which the patients were exposed to safety procedures, methods used to obtain the measurements, and time intervals chosen for data collection were standardized across the two hospitals.

2.1 Data Preparation

The data contains missing values because sometimes only a subset of the variables was measured for a patient. We use a non-parametric resampling (bootstrap) approach to replace a missing value for a particular variable by a randomly selected value from all other patients who do have a recorded value for that variable.

**Metric and Model-based Indicators.** We interpolate the bootstrapped data to assure regularity in the time series prior to using metric-based indicators (*standard deviation, kurtosis, and skewness*). Non-stationary in the mean of the time series may indicate the onset of transitions. Furthermore, seasonal periodicities present in the time series may lead to the detection of strong correlation [22]. In order to remove trends and filter out high frequencies in the time series prior to applying metric-based indicators in EWS, we utilized a Gaussian filter with standard deviation a sixth the size of the data for smoothing out the time series. Then we subtract the filtered time series to the original record to obtain the residual time series. We did not use filtering prior to the application of the model-based indicator (*time-varying autoregressive model*) since we need these variations in the data for autocorrelation to work.

**Information Surprise.** This procedure is chosen because it prevents overestimating the surprise: if some measurements of a patient are equal to that of some other patients then the surprise will tend to be lower compared to substituting a non-existent value by extrapolation for instance. Indeed, in the hypothetical limit of replacing all measurements of a patient the surprise value will tend towards the entropy (average surprise) of the sample points in the population. Consequently, if a patient is found to have a high surprise value then we can be reasonably confident that it measures a property of the patient and not of our algorithm. We repeat the bootstrap procedure 50 times in order to account for variability induced by computing averages and standard errors for all subsequent calculations.

![Figure 1. Bootstrapped data for blood parameter IL10. Dark red corresponds to the median concentrations of critical patients while dark blue corresponds to non-critical patients in the placebo treatment. Light red and light blue corresponds to the actual concentrations of critical and non-critical patients respectively.](image)
3 Metric and Model-Based Indicators

Leading indicators for transitions can either be metric or model-based indicators. Both methods quantify changes in memory or correlation structure, and variability of time series as the system transitions between alternate regimes [22].

Metric-based indicators quantify changes in statistical properties of time series without attempting to fit the data to a specific model. We utilize standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis as indicators of patient state transitions. Standard deviation. When a system is close to a tipping point, the rate at which the system returns back to equilibrium slows down. A phenomenon that causes the system state to drift to and from boundaries of alternative states, also called flickering, is observed especially upon exposure to greater disturbances. The combination of slowing down and flickering, leads to an increase in variations [24]. Skewness. Perturbations may push the state of the system to values close to the boundary that separates alternative states. Slowing down of the return rate of the system towards equilibrium results in asymmetry of the distribution of the time series [25]. Kurtosis. Strong perturbations resulting in flickering pushes the system to reach extreme values that are close to transition, which increases the occurrence of rare values in the time series [26]. This in turn leads to the increase of kurtosis, or “bulging,” of the time series prior to the tipping point.

Model-based indicators capture changes in time series quantitatively by attempting at fitting the data to a model. Autocorrelation presents a simple method to quantitatively describe how a system slows down. For instance, increasing autocorrelation implies that consecutive points in the time series have become increasingly similar. Time-varying Autoregressive models (AR) with $p$ time lags provide ways to estimate the local dynamics in a time series [27]. This is done by determining the inverse of the characteristic root ($\lambda$), through estimating autoregressive. Values of $\lambda$ approaching 0 imply that the system returns quickly to the mean while values approaching 1 imply instability. We use a time lag equal to one to indicate that the current value is based on the value immediately preceding it. The equation for time-varying AR(1) model is given in equation (1).

\[ y(t) = a(t)y(t-1) + \varepsilon(t) \] (1)

where $a(t)$ corresponds to the autoregressive coefficient, and $\varepsilon(t)$ corresponds to the environmental variability [22].

Detection Test for Metric and Model-Based Indicators

Increasing or decreasing trends detected by leading indicators are evaluated via Mann-Kendall trend test. The Mann-Kendall trend test is a non-parametric test used to analyze data series for consistent increasing or decreasing patterns. Null hypothesis assumes that a monotonic trend in the series does not exist, while the alternate hypothesis assumes that a trend exists. We test the strength of the trends to a significance level of 5% (one-sided hypothesis test). We only consider positive trends as these correspond to increasing kurtosis, skewness, and standard deviations, which indicate transition in system state.

Evaluation of Metric and Model-Based Indicators

We evaluate the performance of leading indicators in detecting critical and non-critical patients, we calculate precision and recall with definitions summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_P$</td>
<td>True Positive</td>
<td>assigning critical patients as critical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_P$</td>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>assigning non-critical patients as critical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_N$</td>
<td>False Negative</td>
<td>assigning critical patients as non-critical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_N$</td>
<td>True Negative</td>
<td>assigning non-critical patients as non-critical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Precision ($P$) provides a measure of the relevance of the results. It is formally defined as in equation (2).

$$ P = \frac{T_p}{T_p + F_p} \quad (2) $$

While Recall ($R$) measures the fraction of relevant instances retrieved.

$$ R = \frac{T_p}{T_p + F_n} \quad (3) $$

High precision implies the unlikely occurrence of non-critical patients being labeled critical (false positives), while high recall indicates low occurrence of critical patients being labeled as non-critical (false negatives). A system having high precision but low recall reports less number of critical patients, but most of these patients are labeled correctly. A system having low precision but high recall, on the other hand, reports a greater number of critical patients, but most of these patients are labeled incorrectly.

We also look at Accuracy ($A$), which measures the proportion of correctly predicted observations in the population.

$$ A = \frac{T_p + T_n}{T_p + T_n + F_p + F_n} \quad (4) $$

### 4 Information Surprise Method

The previous measures were developed for individual time series. This makes sense for example for climate data such as global CO2 level over time of which only one time series exists. However our dataset consists of a cross-section of time series, namely patients who underwent the same surgery divided into a placebo, treated, and deceased group. This provides us the opportunity to compare one patient’s time series to that of the other patients and compute an intrinsic measure of how much a patient's state deviates over time from ‘what is expected’.

For each sample point $x_i^t$ of patient $i$ at time $t$ we can compute its “surprise” [28].

$$ \sigma(x_i^t) = \log_2 \frac{1}{p(x_i^t)} \quad (5) $$

Here, $p(x_i^t)$ is a probability distribution of a sample point at time $t$ for a randomly selected patient out of a patient population $X$. Surprise is a fundamental concept in information theory, e.g., the expected surprise $\langle \sigma(x_i^t) \rangle_i$ of the population $X$ itself equals its ‘entropy’ which can intuitively be understood as a measure of variation capable of handling also non-linear and categorical data (unlike standard deviation).

We take as population $X$ all patients who survived the procedure. Then for each patient $i$ we estimate the probability distribution $p_t(x_i^t)$ from the data by means of a standard kernel density estimation algorithm whose bandwidth parameter $b = 0.83$ is chosen such that maximizes the $k$-fold cross-validation ($k = 3$). The subscript $i$ indicates that patient $i$ is left out of the population in this estimation, simulating the case where patient $i$ would be a new patient who is to be compared to the database of previous patients.

A low surprise value indicates that a patient’s blood measurements are ‘as expected’, or within the variation of patients who underwent the same surgery. A high value indicates that a patient’s measurements deviate from the expectation. Since all patients in the population survived the procedure a high surprise could indicate the onset of critical, unstable conditions which lead to death. On the other hand, high surprise values could also have other causes such as rare co-morbidities, severe complications, or even an extraordinarily fast recovery of health. Nevertheless, it may still pay off to further investigate high surprise patients on the whole to prevent patient deaths, at the expense of occasionally investigating healthy patients (false positive).
Detection Test for Information Surprise

We detect “critical” patients based on their surprise curve over time by means of a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test with p-value \( p = 0.05 \) (one-sided). All measurements of survived patients form the nulls hypothesis distributions. As features of the surprise curve we explore both the maximum surprise value as well as the slope of the surprise curve.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Anomaly Detection by Metric and Model-Based Indicators

We look at the sensitivity of the methods used with respect to varying sliding window widths by looking at the precision-recall scatter plots, and accuracy. We set the window frame widths in increments of 0.05 within the interval \([0.1,0.5]\) and test the strength of these trends by comparing p-values with significance level \( p = 0.05 \). Note that we are dealing with a total number of 936 hypotheses at a time. The one-sided hypothesis test works well when a single hypothesis is tested. If we are dealing, however, with multiple hypotheses simultaneously, this in effect leads to the increase in the probability of detecting false positives. In order to account for the numerous tests that we are doing, we corrected the p-values through multiple hypothesis testing. We used two known methods namely Familywise error rate (FWER) and False discovery rate (FDR). For FWER, we used Bonferroni procedure, one of the classical solutions for multiple hypothesis testing corrections. For FDR, we used the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure. We find that both result in the same p-value corrections.

Each point on the left-hand side of Figure 2 corresponds to the recall-precision of one method and window size pair for all parameters based on corrected p-values via multiple hypothesis testing. We see that as the window size increases, Time-Varying AR, Skewness and Kurtosis exhibit slow increase in precision, but relatively fast increase in recall. This implies that values slowly become asymmetrical and extreme values appear at a slower rate in critical patients. Accuracy (see right-hand side of Figure 2) decreases with increasing window frame width. This means that proportion of predicted critical and non-critical patients is indirectly proportional to the window frame width. It also seems that accuracy becomes relatively stable starting from window size 0.3 to 0.5. Although the number of correctly labeled critical patients increases with increasing timeframe width (indicated by the increase in recall over increasing window width), this effect is wiped out by the decrease in correctly labeled non-critical patients (indicated by the decrease in accuracy over increasing window width) especially since critical patients are much less than non-critical patients. This suggests that values in non-critical patients slowly become asymmetrical and extreme values appear at a slower rate much like in critical patients, which allow detection of trends in bigger window frames. Standard deviation, on the other hand, increases slowly implying that the distribution of values tend to go farther away from the mean at an almost steady rate for both critical and non-critical patients, which is also apparent in the steadiness in accuracy. Although we highlight kurtosis at window size 0.5 (largest area under the PR curve), our results seem to be sensitive towards sliding window widths and the type of leading indicators used.

Our results generally show low precision but medium to high recall. Leading indicators are detecting more critical patients than there actually are in the population. We conjecture that this might be the consequence of our initial assumption stating that critical patients exhibit transitions in all blood parameters, while non-critical patients do not. We investigate this further by looking at the performance of specific parameters in terms of recall and precision values. Figure 3 shows that a combination of leading indicators and window frame sizes was able to distinguish critical from non-critical patients in 5 out of 36 blood parameters. We get the same number of indicating parameters if we only consider those where accuracies (window sizes greater than or equal to 0.3) are stable. Frequency distributions corresponding to parameters exhibiting 100% precision and recall for window
sizes (white vertical bars) and methods (colored horizontal bars) are summarized on the right of Figure 3. Our results suggest that these 5 key parameters could be used by medical practitioners to determine which among the patients are critical.

Figure 2. Precision-Recall scatter plot for EWS methods (left) and accuracy (right) with increasing sliding window widths for all parameters. Different colors correspond to the EWS method used. Point size increases with increasing sliding window width ranging from [0, 0.5]. On the left we highlight Kurtosis at window size 0.5, which shows the largest area under the curve (precision= 0.14 and recall=0.48).

Figure 3. Precision-Recall scatter plot for each blood parameter (left) and frequency distributions of window frame widths (white vertical bars) and methods (colored horizontal bars) at 100% precision and recall (right).

One could argue that the results presented could just be spurious especially given the nature of the raw data. Hence, any random assumption of criticality in patients, regardless of whether the patient is indeed critical or not, would still give out a number of indicators (blood parameters with 100% precision and recall). We generated 1150 non-critical patients by bootstrapping from the raw population of non-critical patients and tested their blood parameters for transitions using the leading indicators presented. We find that 93.5% of the population of non-critical patients exhibited non-trends (absence of transitions), hence non-anomalies and correctly labeled as non-critical patients. This implies that our experiment is relatively statistically sound, although ideally, we would want a 95% detection of non-criticality in non-critical patients.

5.2 Information Surprise as an Indicator for Patient Demise

The surprise curve for each patient is shown in Figure 4. Despite variation due to data sparseness it is easy to spot at least two deceased patients (16, 38) whose surprise contains high peaks at about 1 and 3.5 days after surgery. The third deceased patient (13) has no significant peak but instead has a significant upward trend. Additionally it is evident that some other peaks in surprise were due to patients who were reported to have developed multiple complications of which at least one severe (dashed lines), such as defibrillation or internal bleeding. Although eventually these patients survived
the procedure their high peaks may still be considered meaningful and worthwhile acting upon, however we will restrict ourselves to detecting deceased patients only.

In Figure 5 we show the histograms of the maximum surprise value as well as the slope of a linear regression of the surprise curves for the placebo, treated, and deceased patients. Although the histograms for deceased patients were constructed from only three data points, this figure suggests that deceased patients may be discriminated reasonably well based on these two features. For the maximum surprise feature the placebo and treated patients appear to follow a right-tailed distribution with a strong peak near 40; the deceased patients however all appear in the tail of this distribution. For the slope feature it is apparent that the placebo and treated patients are distributed around zero whereas the deceased patients all have significant positive slopes.

Indeed we find that these two surprise features would detect all three deceased patients at the 0.05 significance level. The maximum surprise 95th percentile of the survived patients equals 61.71 and the maximum surprises of the deceased patients 13, 16, and 38 equal 47.27, 65.64, and 67.49, respectively, meaning that patients 16 and 38 would be flagged as critical. For the slope feature the 95th percentile equals 1.15 and the deceased patients’ values equal 1.69, 0.52, and 2.80, respectively, meaning that patients 13 and 38 would be flagged as critical. Either measure thus detects 2 out of 3 deceased patients and can therefore be said to be relatively successful. On top of this, by combining the two tests naively by an 'either, or' condition all three deceased patients would be detected, leading to a true positive score of 100% in this case. The false positive percentage of either individual test is necessarily 5% due to the significance level; for the combined test it will necessarily lie between 5% and 10% depending on the overlap of the two sets of detected patients. These results suggest that our surprise method may be a viable way to detect critical patients with relatively high precision.

Figure 4. The median surprise curves per patient (blue=placebo, green=treated, red=deceased; dashed=severe complications) for the combined dataset. Vertical error bars indicate the standard error of the mean (SEM) at each point.

Figure 5. Histograms of maximum surprise value (left) and the slope of a linear regression of the surprise curves (right) for the placebo (blue), treated (green), and deceased (red) patients. The histograms shown fit a kernel density estimate.
5.3 Comparison to Naive Euclidean Distance Approach

All 878 sample points of all patients form a point cloud in 29-dimensional space. One could hypothesize that critical patients’ simply have strongly deviating measurement values for some of the variables, leading to these patients becoming outliers of this point cloud. In this case calculating the surprise measure would be superfluous as critical patients could already be detected by measuring their Euclidean distance to the center of the point cloud formed by the survived patients.

We show in Figure 6 that distribution of distances of deceased patients are not distinguishable from the other patients. In fact, one-sided statistical hypothesis testing ($p = 0.05$) leads to detecting only 2.66% (SEM 0.32) of the sample points of deceased patients, versus 4.21% (SEM 0.10) and 5.63% (SEM 0.080) of the placebo and treated patients, respectively. This result suggests that the point cloud is far from having a uniform spherical shape, which is implicitly assumed by comparing Euclidean distances. This means that criticality of patients cannot be detected by a naive outlier detection of the measurement vectors themselves, and indeed a more general approach such as surprise is needed.

6 Conclusion

We utilized leading indicators commonly used in early warning signals (EWS) and information surprise as indicators for criticalities in patients where we showed that a combination of the leading indicators (Time-Varying Autoregressive Model, kurtosis, and skewness) was able to perfectly distinguish critical from non-critical patients in 5 out of 36 blood parameters in stable accuracy at window sizes greater than or equal to 0.3 (37 hours). Our results imply that the 5 parameters detected could serve as indicators of patient demise through the presence of transitions. However, we realize the potential for overfitting and spurious results. The future version of our work will mitigate these effects by utilizing a calibrated model like the innate immune system model [29]. We introduced two surprise features namely maximum surprise and slope, where we detected all three critical patients at the 0.05 significance level. The false positive (labeling non-critical patients as critical) percentages lie between 5% and 10%, which suggests that our surprise method could be applicable to detect critical patients with high precision. More importantly, we also showed that the distribution of the critical patients is not distinguishable from the non-critical patients. Therefore, critical patients cannot be detected by a naive outlier detection, and indeed a more general approach such as surprise is needed.
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